
THE UPHILL SKI CLUB OF GREAT BRITAIN 

43rd ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING   

   

Held virtually via Zoom, 6.30 – 8.00pm 31st May, 2023. 

  

 

  

Present: 

 

The Board 

 

Shona Tate (“ST”)  Chair 

Carmel Teusner (“CT”) Vice Chair 

Virginia Anderson (“VA”) CEO 

Robbie King (“RK”)  Company Secretary 

John Patchett (“JP”)  Treasurer 

Lauren Henderson 

Edward Jones 

Anne Simmons 

Shona Marsh (“SM”) 

Josh McDonagh 

Peter Rankin 

 

Other 

 

Cameron Hall (Advisor to the Board), Claire Beezer, Damon Clifford, Duncan Spink, 

Eileen Knowles, Elisabeth Greene, Elizabeth Clifford, Fiona McKean, Steven Fryer, 

Hannah Tomsett, Ian Plested, Jill Kennedy, Judy Ekins, Ken McNaughton, Kenneth 

Moyes, Leanne Richardson, Louise Whitehead, Matthew Shute, Matthew Boycott, 

Nick Atkinson, Peter Thorpe, Peter Wright, Rachel Davies, Roz Webster, Shaun 

Murphy, Steve West, Steve Smaje. 

 

Apologies: Gordon Ritter, Lisa Hall (President), Paul Masters, Jonathon Medlock, 

Kimberly Martin, Innes & Partners (auditors). 

  

1. Welcome, apologies, declarations of interests  

  

ST welcomed everyone to the meeting and VA introduced voting, how questions 

would work, and other housekeeping.    

 

The meeting was agreed to be quorate with 36 people in attendance, and met the 

requirement of a quorum of 15 members as outlined in the Articles of Association.  

 



It was highlighted that current employees would not be able to vote, and no other 

conflicts of interest were noted.  

 

2. Chair’s report   

 

ST opened the formal business of the meeting and thanked members, trustees and 

staff for joining the AGM.  

 

The minutes of the last meeting were voted on and approved by the meeting. There 

were no questions. 

 

ST highlighted that it had been another challenging year as we had navigated 

through the pandemic and into a recovery phase. We had striven to deliver the 

strategy and were delighted that we had been able to welcome so many members 

back to snow centres, dry slopes and holidays this year. We were working towards 

more trips to other countries in the EU that had been impacted by Brexit. 

 

ST thanked everyone, particularly the volunteers, for supporting the charity’s work 

and supporting members to get out on the slope. 

 

In Scotland, the Snow Factor, the indoor snow centre, remained closed which had 

thereby limited slope-time delivery, and information remained limited about progress 

at Braehead. Many lessons had been moved to alternative sites and we would let 

members know when we could about future operations. 

 

ST also thanked members for supporting the trustees and having faith in the board 

as we navigated difficult financial circumstances and welcomed new fundraising 

colleagues. Fundraising was now focused on the future and we were seeing 

improved results but the external environment remained challenging. 

 

Accounts would not be approved at this meeting as the financial year had been 

changed to a standard business year so accounts would be approved in the autumn. 

It was planned that an autumn EGM would approve accounts and would take place 

in person. A date would be set as soon as possible.  

 

 

3. CEO Report  

  

VA introduced short videos from three centres and some highlights from Scotland to 

showcase some of the work that had taken place across the UK this year.   

 

VA noted the range of projects that had been developed in different centres, for 

example the sit-snowboard in Hemel Hempstead.  

 



It had been another year that had brought with it huge challenges but also significant 

progress. VA thanked the members, staff and volunteers for their contributions to 

this. 

 

VA reflected on the strategy that was launched in October 2022, and highlighted the 

four key strands of work: 

 

• A strong adaptive snowsport community 

• An inclusive snowsport sector 

• Fundraising with purpose 

• A sustainable, resilient organisation 

 

A further member and staff survey would be launched during the summer months to 

help review progress and member needs. 

 

52% more lessons had been delivered during the last year in comparison with the 

previous year. More than 3,500 group and individual lessons had taken place. In 

particular, grants from Sport England and the Garfield Weston Foundation had 

supported development of new work and activity and we welcomed eight new 

partner organisations during that time. 

 

These grants had supported the schools and created opportunities for staff to work in 

partnership with others and reach out into their local communities, as well as 

supporting staff development and training so that we had the people we needed to 

sustain activities. 

 

We had been working with allied health professionals and were exploring social 

prescribing activities. 

 

Family activities, such as summer activity days and reopening work at Cairngorm, 

opened up a world of possibility for disabled people to take part alongside family and 

friends.  

 

Removing barriers to taking part began at the start of someone’s journey with DSUK. 

VA noted that the introduction of online bookings had made it much easier for clients 

to book a lesson. Around 40% of lessons were now booked this way, helping reduce 

call times and making it easier for people to book outside of office hours.  

 

An increase in dry slope and group activities meant that we had been able to offer 

more affordable opportunities to people where cost was a barrier. We would continue 

to build these across the UK.  

 



For every £1 someone spent with DSUK, we needed to raise around another £2 in 

matched funding to keep that pricing at or below the equivalent for a non-disabled 

learner. We would continue to monitor pricing and fundraising in order to do our best 

to make lessons more affordable for more people. 

 

The closure of the Snow Factor at Braehead had had a major impact on our work in 

Scotland. 

 

We had also said a sad farewell to Shaun Murphy, our Central Scotland manager 

who was still teaching with us part-time. We were currently recruiting a new 

manager. 

 

What the future looked like in Scotland would depend on the centre at Braehead. We 

had been able to divert a lot of lessons to dry slopes at Glasgow Ski and Snowboard 

Centre, Midlothian Snowsport Centre and a new partnership with Bearsden 

Snowsports Club in Glasgow. These dry slopes were wonderful hosts but they were 

only suitable for some of our skiers. We recognised that not everybody would be 

able to ski on a dry slope and we wanted to work towards achieving a return to 

Braehead in the future. Due to the sudden nature of its closure, we reported a 

notifiable event to the Charity Commission as a major risk to the charity’s work. 

 

DSUK had been working closely with Snowsport Scotland, who were now running 

the activities for the UK development pathway. We had supported their activity 

through regular development sessions across the UK as well as the Parallel Lines 

race series, which was helping introduce new adaptive skiers to informal 

competition. 

 

Local groups had almost all resumed activity and we were rolling out logbook training 

and support to all the volunteers to help refresh their skills and experience. This 

would keep everybody up to date and make sure that all of our members had the 

best possible experience. 

 

VA highlighted that she was very aware that, for some time, staff changes within the 

organisation had made it difficult to support the groups in a way that we would really 

like to. It was our intention do this better.  

 

Sadly, Joseph Tautscher Development Officer was leaving DSUK and he was the 

key link for the groups.   

 

In future we would like to localise support for the groups, as the UK-wide approach 

had not been successful for a number of years. The snowsports school managers in 

each area would now be the key point of contact. Members and volunteers already 

had good working relationships with the local managers, and a regional approach 



should improve the way in which local groups, schools and the central team could 

work together.  

 

VA thanked the local group volunteers for their significant contribution over the last 

year. 

 

Pendle and Manchester groups would be meeting soon with members to discuss 

their future activities and set up, within a simplified structure. Members would be 

notified of the date soon.  

 

The holidays were a success this year and enabled many members to progress their 

skills and enjoy being part of a community of skiers and snowboarders.  

 

We planned to return to Andorra in 2024, and were hopeful that we would be able to 

offer a second location. We would continue to work with Austrian colleagues towards 

a return to travelling there too.  

 

Over the coming year, Rachel Davies, Head of Snowsport, with input from Fiona 

McKean, hoped to produce a new certificate system for adaptive skiers and 

snowboarders to replace the previous Snow Life Awards. Fiona’s research last year 

highlighted the ways in which learners wanted to be able to record their learner 

journey and achievements in a way that was meaningful for them. 

 

Another priority for the coming year was understanding the impact of the charity’s 

work and the ways in which taking part in snowsports benefitted learners and 

members.  

 

There would also be more group activities such as the after-school club and summer 

activities becoming increasingly important.  

 

It was hoped that, with sponsorship, the exclusive closed-slope sessions in 

Manchester could continue, as early feedback about these had been very positive.  

 

Working with new partner sites was also a priority so that we could ensure more 

disabled people had the opportunity to take part. This also meant supporting clubs 

and venues in partnerships to offer inclusive learning and welcome disabled people.  

 

Fundraising had improved with support from new colleagues, and performance 

improved considerably in comparison to the previous year. The return of a higher 

level of support from Crystal had made a significant difference. We had also 

welcomed IGLU Ski as new partners, who would be working on the same model as 

Crystal with customers making a donation as part of their bookings.  

 



Overall, there had been improvement, but the summer months were likely to remain 

difficult again this year. This would need careful navigation.  

 

VA thanked everyone who had supported last summer’s SOS Appeal: it had had a 

major impact on the charity’s survival, and we remained grateful to everyone who 

supported DSUK during this difficult time.  

 

The organisation’s values were reviewed as part of the strategy process and had 

helped drive decision making and priorities throughout the year.  

 

The Board were working towards stronger reporting of impact and performance to 

ensure that we were effective in our work.  

 

VA thanked the trustees for their support during a challenging year and for setting 

high standards in governance. The processes that were in place for reviewing their 

effectiveness and skills were helping to strengthen their strategic oversight.  

 

Two trustees were due to stand down/stand for re-election in the autumn, with a 

further two retiring in early 2024. Trustee recruitment would begin during the summer 

months and VA encouraged members to consider becoming trustees and sharing 

the opportunity as widely as possible.  

 

VA congratulated DSUK’s Vice Chair, Carmel Teusner, for being selected as a 

finalist in the Scottish Charity Awards Trustee of the Year category, in recognition of 

the tremendous work she had done on policy, process and governance in the 

organisation.  

 

In conclusion, it had been a difficult year but a great deal of progress had been 

made. There were still financial challenges ahead but the charity was in a stronger 

place to meet these. 

 

4. Treasurer’s Report and Annual Accounts  

  

JP presented the slide with income and expenditure for the last year. 

 

£k 12 months 18 months (draft) 

Income 2020/21 2021/23 

Donations 236 465 

Charitable Activities 71 471 

Other Trading Activities 56 92 

Total 363 1,028 
   

Expenditure   



Raising funds 60 50 

Charitable activities 445 1,003 

Total 505 1,053 

Surplus/deficit -142  -25  
   

Restricted Reserves 135 64 

Unrestricted Reserves 59 105 

Total funds 194 169 

 

 

JP highlighted that we had had a particularly challenging 12-month period in the prior 

year, like many other charities in the sector. 

 

We could now see the improvements we had made in the last 18-month period. The 

numbers presented to the meeting were draft and would be presented at the Autumn 

EGM for approval when the accounts were finalised after the audit.  

 

The figures presented were for the 18-month period from October 21 through to 

March 23 and reflected the realignment of the year end to March.  

 

Income for the period was now over £1 million and donations had improved 

significantly. The figures included the restart of Crystal customer donations, which 

had dropped to nothing during the COVID years. 

 

JP reiterated the benefit of the SOS appeal and thanked everyone who contributed 

towards that. 

 

The resumption of full operations by the snowsport schools raised income to 

£471,000 versus £71,000 in the previous year. Lesson numbers were up 52% in 

comparison the same 12 month period in the previous year, which was a fantastic 

improvement and back up to the level we were before Covid. 

 

After expenses, there was a small deficit of £25,000, which compared to £142,000 in 

the financial year 2020-21. 

 

JP explained we did take out a £50,000 contingency bounce-back loan which had 

not been utilized and repayments had commenced. The unrestricted cash position 

was £60,000 as of March which is lower than the unrestricted reserves target of 

£100,000.  

 

Overall, the accounts for the 18 month period did show an improving picture. And 

although draft and subject to change they were not expected to change materially. 

 



ST thanked JP and asked if there were any questions. 

 

ST requested an explanation for the members regarding the Bounce-back loan. We 

were now paying the monthly interest and capital for this loan. The £50,000 was 

being retained as a ringfenced amount to start our General Fund.  So this was being 

retained for future security and the aim was to build this fund as the charity got back 

on its feet.  The board had not used any of this loan and the current balance is just 

over £42,000. 

 

VA commented that the charity was getting there, but the Fundraising and PR 

Committee had started to set some targets around this recovery so that we could 

support the staff team and think about what that long term fundraising picture looked 

like too. So we would get there but it was step by step for now. 

 

ST addressed VA and JP that there was quite a change in the restricted and 

unrestricted amounts and could they explain these changes to the members. JP 

explained that the restricted reserves in the prior period included money that was 

pre-paid for holidays. Those funds were now spent. 

 

There was also a reclassification of some of the fixed assets, such as equipment, 

from restricted to unrestricted funds as these had been wrongly classified. This has 

been completed with approval from the auditors.  

 

We now have a much clearer picture and the figures show a much healthier position 

than the previous year.  

 

ST thanked JP and VA. 

 

ST mentioned Mho, the financial wizard who had done a massive power of work 

behind the scenes but who was moving on to another job.  We were currently 

recruiting. As a charity we were now sure the figures were correct and that we were 

doing the right thing as a board.  

 

VA and ST opened the meeting to the floor and asked if anyone had a question.  

 

KM expressed frustration about the Edinburgh group where the previous group had a 

considerable number of volunteer instructors and an equal number of skiers going 

along, albeit he acknowledged VA’s comments regarding dry slopes not being 

suitable for all. VA explained about the organising contributions to the group 

previously and that the Edinburgh group had not really restarted after Covid. 

However, a couple of other people had come forward who were interested in taking 

on roles to get the group up and running again. 

 



VA said that within the next 10 days they would have appointed a new Scotland 

manager and it would be a core part of their role to support the group activity in 

Scotland. It could no longer be as dependent on volunteers as it was. VA 

commented that she could see KM’s frustration and that hopefully in the autumn it 

would be a different situation and that she would love to see him in person in 

Edinburgh to hear his views. 

 

SM introduced themselves as the Chair of the Fundraising and PR Committee for 

anyone that didn’t know. In the last few years, given the focus on finance, and 

snowsports being stopped, things had been slow. So they had been picking up that 

work stream this year and looking at how they could support Ian and the rest of the 

team. As a board they needed to think about the diversity of fundraising, and PR 

work. It was noted that Cameron Hall was on the call, who had done a lot of work as 

PR advisor to the board. 

 

SM commented that they were focused on the sustainability of fundraising moving 

forwards and also on thinking about how they integrated that with the 

communications strategy so that they could share what they were doing and the 

impact it was having on the organisation. 

 

CT commented how far the charity and board had come on over the last few years. It 

felt like a very different organisation and a very different board. The board felt like a 

very strong board with a very clear direction and a very clear understanding of the 

finances. She felt that they had come on in leaps and bounds and that hopefully that 

came through to people when they were talking to VA and ST about the 

organisation. 

 

VA commented that the question they always asked themselves was what did our 

members need and want from us? They were caretakers and that was really 

important. It was sometimes a challenging job, but they existed for one reason alone 

and that was to support the members. 

 

CH then shared one of the initiatives that they had launched over the past year, i.e. 

the “ski bay for DSUK” campaign encouraging people to donate their unwanted or 

unloved items, whether ski or snowboard related or otherwise, and list them on eBay 

and donate a percentage of the items sold to DSUK. He encouraged those on the 

call to remember this when clearing out kit and to remember it was a global market.  

 

ST explained that, because of their constitution, they would be losing two valuable 

board members, over the next year so they would be recruiting and looking for new 

board members and it didn’t need to be a member. Currently they could become a 

member when they become a board member. There would be a good skills audit of 

what the board required at that time. 

 



VA invited DS, Tamworth group, and SS, DSUK Technical Director, to explain the 

updated logbook training for the group volunteers. 

 

They explained that, over the last year, they had been working with the dozen 

volunteers at Tamworth group to gradually upskill them so that they were trained to a 

level to be able to help the group members on and off the slope during the group 

sessions. This was a benefit to the members, instructors and the other volunteers.  

The charity was keen to get people's skills up, as that impacted massively on the 

safety for all and how the charity was seen on the slopes with the standards they 

wanted to portray to the general public. The logbook had been rewritten for this 

process with the help of Rachel, Head of Snowsport, Liz, Snowsport School 

Manager, Tamworth, and SS, Technical Director, had all been involved in delivering 

this process. This would be rolled out to the other groups in the near future. 

 

RD explained that they were now working with Matthew Boycott (the Milton Keynes 

group) and they were looking at how they could get the logbook into an online format 

so that it was easily accessible by the organisers, the instructors and everybody. To 

show progression through the logbook, it could be ticked off by a qualified instructor. 

Then when you attended a group you would feel safe that you could say you were 

happy to do “this”, but I need more training in “that” area. Hopefully that would be 

coming online soon. They had started with Tamworth recently. They had a training 

platform called Atlas and we were adding all the volunteers to that system. 

 

There were lots of courses on there including safeguarding and manual handling and 

it was also a place where they could keep people's DBS documents. And information 

for if there was a next of kin, all in this one place. It was a really good step forward, 

although it only started last week so just getting up and running. 

 

ST and VA noted there were no more questions. They thanked everybody for coming 

along and that they would see each other face to face in the autumn. If anyone had 

any ideas of what they would like to do, it wouldn’t just be an EGM, but some kind of 

social event or weekend. There would be a board meeting as well. Ideas for what 

people would like to do or people they would like to hear speak were invited. It would 

likely be at a ski centre, this to be confirmed. If anyone had ideas they were to email 

VA or ST. They wished everyone a happy summer and thanked them. 

  

  

6. Any other business  

  

There was no other business and the meeting ended at 7.30 pm. 

  

 


